Quantumness and state boundaries hidden in supercritical helium-4: A path integral centroid molecular dynamics study.
Isothermal-isobaric path integral centroid molecular dynamics simulations were conducted for fluid 4He at more than 600 state points in the proximity of the critical point to reveal the detailed states and relevant quantumness underlying the supercritical state. Through intensive analyses of the thermodynamic, dynamic, and quantum properties, we revealed the hidden state boundaries that separate the liquid-like and gas-like states in the supercritical region of this fluid. The Widom line, defined as the locus of the maxima of isobaric heat capacity C P , is also the quantum boundary at which there are changes in the isobaric temperature-dependence of the quantum wavelength, λ quantum, i.e., maximum amplitude of the Feynman imaginary-time paths (necklaces) of individual atoms. The Frenkel line, the famous dynamic state boundary, was observed to start from nearly the same point, 0.73-0.76 T c, on the P-T plane as observed for classical fluids. Several state boundaries based on the new criteria were found to emanate from the critical point or its vicinity on the P-T plane and are discussed in comparison with these boundaries. The quantumness of this fluid was expressed as (a) non-classical significant depression of C P observed in the liquid-like state; (b) the depression of the slopes dP/dT of the Widom line and the liquid-gas coexistence line near the critical point; and (c) the depression of the heat of pseudo-boiling across the Widom line. This is explained in terms of the decreasing kinetic energy with temperature observed in the liquid-like state below the Widom temperature T Widom, or alternatively in terms of the lattice model heat capacity, including the λ quantum.